

**Carlsbad Youth Aids In Firing**

By J. W. FREDERICK

A New Mexico student rocket scientist flicked the arm-
ning switch to ready for firing the Navy's new Aerobee Jr.
In the early days of the Mercury project, this simple,
hand-made machine on the Highway 70 proving ground,
proved to be a major early test in rocketry for the
SAMPOG teams.

**Two Juniors Succeed—James Joyce Jr. Scores In First Test**

James Joyce, 13-year-old junior rocket enthusiast from Carlsbad, saw two of his cherished dreams come true here Tuesday when he climbed into a Navy's Aerobee Juniors rocket. The craft, piloted by the young Princeton student, soared to an altitude of 60 miles, reaching a peak speed of 5,000 miles an hour. The rocket was designed and built by the student for the 
SAMPOG project.
Seven Openings Listed For Civilian Workers

Woolf for accepting applications to fill vacancies in 40 job categories at White Sands Proving Ground in Feb. 27.

Existing vacancies include electronic scientist, GS-12; electronic engineer, GS-12; physicist, GS-12 and 11; mathematician, GS-12; electrical engineer, GS-11; electronic engineer, GS-11; mechanical engineer, GS-11; scientific applications engineer, GS-11; project engineer, GS-11; and instrumentation engineer, GS-11.

Vacancies cover a range of positions, including those in engineering, research, development, and management. They are available in any of the agency's national laboratories, which are located at Las Vegas, New Mexico.

Interested individuals should apply no later than March 17.
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Sewage Plant Completed

The new sewage disposal plant, designed to serve a city of 10,500 population, was placed in operation last week.

The plant was completed by F. B. Gates Construction Co., Inc. of Las Cruces, at a cost of $170,000.

Mr. Gates, who was also the general contractor of the project, said that the plant was designed and built in such a way that it could be operated easily and economically on the least possible investment. It represented a step forward in engineering and management work for E. B. Taylor, president of the company.

The new sewage plant was completed in 1957, under the supervision of Mr. Taylor.

A special feature of the plant is the use of a Rotary Digestor for the treatment of sewage. This device is capable of treating sewage at a cost of about $0.05 per 1,000 gallons, and it is expected to operate at a cost of about $0.02 per 1,000 gallons.

Another notable feature of the new plant is the use of a Rotary Digestor for the treatment of sewage. This device is capable of treating sewage at a cost of about $0.05 per 1,000 gallons, and it is expected to operate at a cost of about $0.02 per 1,000 gallons.

The new sewage plant is expected to be completed for the 1958-1959 operation, and it is expected to treat sewage at a cost of $0.05 per 1,000 gallons.
Safety Goals For 1958

Set By Ordnance Chief

Remolded efforts to improve WSPG's accident and injury frequency rates were planned this week by past safety officials, who announced the Ordnance Corps goals for 1958 as established by the chief of Ordnance:

The goals were set forth in a letter from Lt. Gen. E. L. Cummings, in three of the four categories, the goals are as follows, with the exception of the military rate, the goals were established by the Ordnance

- At least a 20 per cent reduction in fatalities occurred.
- At least a 50 per cent increase in fatalities occurred.
- At least a 25 per cent increase in injury per 100,000 miles driven.
- "Military disabling injuries by 1.40 injuries per 100,000 miles driven.

Physical Exams

Physician's Office—Dr. James Kocher, left, technician with emergency treatment section of the Post Dispensary, takes check on patient Ernie Mitchell while writing their form are Diane Greenbeet, second from left, and Barbara Pulaski, (U.S. Army Photo)

Round the Clock Care

Given Aches And Pains

By RUTH MARE

Wheeling, moaning or aching back... chances are that technician of the emergency treatment section at the WSPG Dispensary will help fix you up. Medical care for both the health and welfare of more than 3,500 personnel is no small job. They have a difficult time with the treatment room medical corps of the Post Dispensary is a busy place, but all personnel, Gen. Cummings said, "...not the gravity of our responsibilities or the necessity of our purpose has been lessened in the face of the ever-present danger of aggression..." I am certain that my successor will have from all members of the Ordnance team the same measure of loyalty devotion and selfless application that it has been my privilege to receive."
Post, Civilian Agencies
Team To Cheat Disaster

(Continued from Page 1) with a human-like face. But the nose isn't just's only eccentric in the mix. Face is another.

WINGs (Women's Group)

The women's group had bright red hair and very long black hair, with a long, flowing dress. They were standing in the back of the room, leaning against the wall, and talking amongst themselves. The women were dressed in a variety of colors, with some wearing black pants and others in skirts. They were all smiling and laughing, enjoying each other's company.

Bill Hilliby
Show Here On Weekend

A round-nosed, tiny, short-haired man, Hilliby was the first performer to appear on the stage. He was wearing a red shirt and blue jeans, and had a mischievous grin on his face. Hilliby began by talking to the audience, pointing to various objects in the room, and making funny faces. He then began to dance around the stage, spinning and twirling, and making exaggerated movements. The audience laughed and clapped along with him.

The event was well attended, with a crowd of people filling the room. The performers were surrounded by people taking pictures and recording videos. The atmosphere was lively and energetic, with everyone having a good time.

---

Gladys D'Angelo

**LAWYERS**

Ahnfeldt, this to individual, the study of patients, and their mental health, the services provided by the psychiatric hospital. At the time of his appearance on the call, he was identifying himself as a psychiatrist. He began by discussing the various services and programs offered by the hospital, and how they can benefit patients. He then went on to talk about the role of psychiatrists in the healthcare system, and the importance of mental health awareness.
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IRM Corner
BY ELM AND SLINGER

IRM Operations and Administration Center

The post's rate of injury per
100,000 man-hours is now
5.40, down from 5.90 last
year, according to the
Safety Center.
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Six WSPG Boy Scouts Advanced

(Continued from Page 1)

Boy Scouts of the Las Cruces Troop 74 received advanced badges last week in ceremonies at the Navy Bachelor Officers' Quarters with some 30 scouts and parents and friends attending.

Lt. Col. L. E. Talbott, advancement chairman of the troop, conferred a medicinal court of honor and presented the awards.

Frank McKeever advanced to the 1st class and Bill Adler, Jack Benedict, Martin Duval, Donald Hammar, Frank McKeever, Jerry Trautman and Tommy Stevens moved up to the next class ranks.

In turn, such scout presented a midnight of his badge to the mother.

As part of the three-way ceremony following a parish supper provided by master usher, Fr. Fred Scherer, the Brunswick District ordination presented the troop's 103 charter to Father E. J. Bixler, troop commander, chairman and commander of council for the evening. And, Charles West, Brunswick District assistant commissioner, presented the troop's first advancement badge to Jack Hammond. Maria has been pretty quiet; starting college at the University of New Mexico. The next year she will have someone to harass her well, everyone must have a laugh during medical treatment.

PRO-GOP CLASS CHOICES REPS - Representing the newest and largest pro-republican educational class at White Sands Proving Ground and three students from New Mexico A&M College, one from New Mexico Tech. They are from (left) Richard Cheaney, Donald Ralston, Thomas Robinson and Donald Roberts. Bennett is the lone TWC student. These four will act as spokesmen for the Westerner class which reported during the last week in February to WSPG. The first phase of four their spraying.

(Continued from Page 1)

Check back to STC Headquarters for the latest. (continues on Page 4)

ATTENTION FIELD SCAVENGE! If you are attending to work in an area where it is not safe to be smoking or where it may be hazardous to work, please inform me so I can arrange temporary relocation of your job.

We have a nice collection of NEW 1964 CHEVROLET & TRUCKS also SPORT CARS.

We also have a very nice selection of USED CARS - 1964 thru 1957 models also USED TRUCKS.

LOOK OVER

We have a nice collection of NEW 1964 CHEVROLET & TRUCKS also SPORT CARS.

We also have a very nice selection of USED CARS - 1964 thru 1957 models also USED TRUCKS.

LOW down payment - easy terms - liberal trade-ins - best financing arrangement available.

Stop by - give us a trial - get our deal - you'll buy.

ECONOMER CHEVROLET COMPANY
1300 N. Fourteenth St.
Phone WA 8-6115
Open every day till 9 p.m. - Sundays till 8 p.m.

More To Read EVERY WEEK

- and it's all in THE CITIZEN

YOU'LL FIND THESE ONLY IN THE CITIZEN

- thorough news coverage
- finest editorial features
- las cruces only newspaper carrying local news
- the capital of the south

THE LAS CRUCES CITIZEN

ANOTHER FEATURE OF DONA ANA COUNTY'S LEADING NEWSPAPER

Another feature of Dona Ana County's leading newspaper

Please enter your subscription for one year:
NAME
ADDRESS
STATE
In Dona Ana County $2.50 per year
Out of Dona Ana County $3.50 per year